EYAHT
Aish HaTorah’s College for Women

The Campaign for Completion
A New Women’s Campus in the Heart of Jerusalem

EYAHT – our name is an acronym from a line in A Woman of Valor
(Aishes Chayil) – “A woman who has knowledge of G-d, she shall be
praised.”

Endowing the Future of Jewish Women

THE CAMPAIGN FOR COMPLETION
"The boards from which the Mishkan was assembled were
covered with a thin layer of gold. These gold sheets were
hammered to the boards with perfect symmetry. The final
hammer blow was the one that finished the job. The melacha
of "makeh b’patish" literally means the strike of a hammer but
it refers to an act of completion. Any act of perfecting an object
or rendering it fit for use is considered "makeh b’patish"."
Perfect our building: Join us in putting the final hammer blows
to the new EYAHT campus: a $6M Step-Forward for a Stairway
to Heaven.

Our Dedicated Partners
EYAHT relies on dedicated partners to help provide
young Jewish women the opportunity to reach their
full potential and make an educated decision to live a
Jewish life.
•

Women with little or no Jewish background come from all over the
world to take advantage of the greatness of EYAHT.

•

Many women with prestigious careers (corporate executives,
doctors, consultants, lawyers, business women, engineers,
politicians) come to EYAHT to find meaning and discover the
greatness of the Jewish woman.

•

Under the leadership of Rebbetzin Denah Weinberg, women spend
anywhere from several days to several years pursuing the greatness
offered by EYAHT:
o
o
o

o

Gaining Torah knowledge
Building character traits
Learning how to contribute to the Jewish community and the
world at large
Preparing for successful marriage and raising children in a
Torah home
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The Need for Expansion
Demand for an EYAHT education currently
exceeds accommodations!
Currently
A total of three classrooms
accommodate a maximum of 50
people.
Chairs line the walls of each
classroom to accommodate
students.

The New Building
With a new state-of-the-art lecture
hall that seats 150, plus four large
classrooms that will seat up to 50
students each, 350 students can
learn simultaneously.

We will be able to accommodate
visiting women's missions.
Students eat meals in one of the
Students will cook and share meals
classrooms, which is not available
together in a dedicated dining area
until 2 pm.
without disturbing classes in
session.
Lectures and presentations are
Students and community members
limited in size, with the largest room will be able to share in the EYAHT
seating 20 people maximum.
learning in a state-of-the-art multimedia lecture hall.
There are no outdoor areas in which Campus atmosphere and courtyard
students can congregate.
gardens will facilitate learning and
camaraderie.
Indoor elevator will facilitate
participation of those in need.
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The New Building…
The new building is currently under construction in
Romema, Jerusalem. It has:
• 15,400 sq ft = 1430 sq m
• Five floors, plus a functional rooftop, will more than
quadruple the number of students that can learn
simultaneously
Rooftop

Student Dorms
Student Dorms
Classrooms & Lecture Hall

Entrance Lobby & Main Hall
Dining Room & Kitchen
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Accessible for outdoor
programming, relaxing, with a
panoramic view of Jerusalem
Two floors of dorm rooms that will
accommodate 64 students, plus a
student lounge on each floor
Four classrooms to accommodate up
to 50 students each; 350 students
can learn simultaneously
Includes lecture hall for 150
students and four faculty offices
Dining room can seat 150 girls; safe
room; kitchen; gym; Shabbos suite;
laundry room

And How It Looks
Front Façade

Rear View Leading into the
Gardens

Computer Generated Images

It is close to reality. . . all of the outside work has been
completed!

Actual photographs of building in progress
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How You Can Help
Your donations will help to usher in a new era of Jewish
women’s learning at EYAHT. Each dedication you make
includes a prominent and prestigious plaque, linking your
destiny to eternal reward.

Campus $1,000,000

DEDICATED

This historic property is located in the beautiful neighborhood of Romema, in the center
of Jerusalem and within walking distance to the heart of the new and old city. It
combines quaint charm and expansive views with all modern comforts.
Donated by Stuart and Andrea Hytman in memory of Judy Dan, a”h

Susan Wilstein Building $800,000

DEDICATED

With traditional Jerusalem stone, the building includes five floors of learning and living.
Donated by David and Susan Wilstein

Floor Dedication Opportunities
Level 1 Nefesh: Breath of Life - Physical and Material
Sustenance $260,000
DEDICATED
Nefesh, the lowest level of consciousness, is awareness of
the physical body and the physical world. It is eating and
moving, the beating of the heart and everything that tells us
we are alive. On the Nefesh level of the building, the lowest
floor, you’ll find the areas of the site that support and
protect the physical well-being of the students and staff.
The Grand Banquet Hall and main dining room and kitchen
areas comfortably accommodate 150 women, with separate
kitchen spaces for meat and dairy. There is a warm,
comfortable suite for a Shabbos visitor, complete with a full
bath. Our Sages tell us to guard our health, made easier in the gym with state-of-the-art
equipment and machines.
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Level 2 Ruach: Wind, Spirit – Love

$360,000

The primary expression of Ruach is in the emotions. The
Talmudic sages refer to "the toil of the heart," through
which one comes to love G-d with all one's heart. Like
the winds, one’s Ruach, i.e., one’s emotions, come and go
and change constantly. The Ruach level of the building
and entrance floor, where all will come and go, is
designed to inspire feelings of awe and to excite a desire
to learn Torah in all who enter.
As you pass through the grand doorway into the grand
entrance lobby and lounge, you are greeted by a
beautiful handcrafted, custom-designed wall honoring Women of Valor. This beautiful
wall will be the focal point of EYAHT'S main entrance. This floor’s main feature is the
state-of-the-art lecture hall, where minds are stimulated, questions are asked and
where priceless Torah wisdom is internalized and passed on to generations of Jewish
women.

Level 3 Neshamah: Soul – Gratitude
The Neshamah is one’s Higher Self and corresponds to the realm
of the mind. It is the level of clarity and intellectual analysis.
Here the heart truly wants to love G-d, "with all of one’s soul."
The Neshamah level is where the students open their minds and
hearts to be filled with the truths of the Torah.
On this floor you’ll find four classrooms, each one a bright and
airy space in which teachers and students will share ideas,
concepts, and wisdom. The terraces off the classrooms let
students step at will into the glorious air of Jerusalem, air that
our Sages tell us makes one wise.
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$260,000

Levels 4 and 5 Chayah 1 and Chayah 2: Living Force –
Creativity
1 DEDICATED, 1 available $200,000 Each
Chayah is called loving G-d, "with all one's being.” There is no selfseeking. It is knowledge of the absolute truth of things, merging
with the holiness above and transforming. The Chayah levels of
the EYAHT building are the ones where the students will dream of
the possibility of knowing the truth of G-d.
The EYAHT building has two floors of student dorms with eight
dorms per floor, plus a kitchenette, dining area, and lounge on
each floor. Each has its own character and comfort, making
students feel at home in Jerusalem. In the student lounge, students
can exchange ideas, ask questions, create bonds, and share their
excitement for Torah.
One floor dedicated In memory of Roberta Klein, a”h

Level 6 Yechidah: Singular Soul – Reach for the Stars
Kest Family Rooftop Terrace $220,000
DEDICATED
Yechidah corresponds to the essence of the soul and its return to G-d. It is the highest
level of consciousness. The Yechidah level of the building is at the top, on the roof and
open to G-d’s light.
All who stand on this magnificent rooftop terrace with its panoramic, 360-degree view
of Jerusalem will be roused with the desire for greatness, for connection to G-d. The
rooftop level is accessible for outdoor programming and relaxing, and will convert into
EYAHT’s holy sukkah during Sukkot. A small rooftop kitchen will enhance the students’,
staff’s, and visitors’ enjoyment of the rooftop programming.
In memory of Chaya Kest, a”h, by Ezra & Lauren Kest

Multi-Media Auditorium/Grand Lecture Hall $190,000
Your name will be proudly displayed in this state-of-the-art lecture hall, where minds
are stimulated, questions are asked and where priceless Torah wisdom is internalized
and passed on to generations of Jewish women.
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Grand Banquet Hall/Main Dining Hall

$180,000

Do not miss this unique dedication opportunity, where your contribution will nourish
both body and soul. This beautiful dining area and banquet room, which seats over 150
people, is the center of activity, where delicious meals are served, students intermingle,
and special events take place. This specially designed room is excavated in the ground
floor, where it can also serve as a safe room for over 150 people in times of need.

Air Conditioning and Heating System $150,000
(or $30,000 per floor) (1 DEDICATED, 4 available)
You can have the incredible mitzvah of helping the students stay cool in the summer
and warm in the winter. This state-of-the-art central air conditioning and heating
system has already been delivered.
One floor dedicated by an anonymous donor

Bubby Irma Kitchen $136,000

DEDICATED

Modern and bright, where delicious, nourishing meals are served, as well as where
classes in Jewish cuisine are offered.
Donated in memory of Bubby Irma by Family and Friends (pending sufficient funds)
Special dedication by Shais and Lisa Cook in memory of their Devorah bas Leib a”h

Leader Family Grand Doorway & Grand Entrance
Lobby and Lounge $100,000
DEDICATED
Be the one to open the door to Jewish learning and renewal in the heart of the city of
Jerusalem, where thousands will embark upon their spiritual quest to reconnect with
their Jewish heritage and destiny. This high-profile dedication bearing your name will
be recognized by all who enter the building.
Donated by Len and Michelle Leader

Elevator

$100,000

The indoor elevator will have full handicap access to all six levels.

Library

$72,000

Have your name inscribed on the wall of the library, where your dedication will help
many gain from the treasure of our Jewish writings that are the key to survival and the
future of the Jewish people.
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Horowitz Women of Valor Wall in Main Entrance
Lobby $72,000
DEDICATED
A beautiful handcrafted, custom-designed wall honoring Women of Valor will be the
focal point of EYAHT'S main entrance.
Donated by the Horowitz Family

Surrounding Gardens (2)

DEDICATED

The exquisite beauty of the gardens on all four sides of the building will provide a quiet
place for our students to integrate the knowledge they receive within.

Berman Family Rachel Garden $50,000

DEDICATED

The east garden will be a bucolic retreat, a place to relax and meditate on Jewish
wisdom.
Dedicated by Dennis and Debra Berman in memory of Barbara Naomi Sands,
a”h, and in honor of Helene Berman Seidenfeld, a”h

Cohen Family Leah Garden $75,000

DEDICATED

The west garden will be an idyllic landscape, a respite from the surrounding
bustle of the city.
Dedicated by the Cohen Family
Special garden dedication by Meira Kligman, in memory of Leah bat Malach,
a”h

Mayberg Grand Picture Window $60,000

DEDICATED

Better than any work of art, your dedication will literally be the walls of our building!
Spanning three floors, this beautiful window will express your eternal commitment to
our Jewish women, who continually ensure our tradition is passed on to the next
generation.
Dedicated by Manette and Louis Mayberg

Rebbetzin Weinberg's Office

$50,000

The Dean and Founder of EYAHT, Rebbetzin Weinberg will have a place to nurture her
vision and counsel students in a private location.
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Hermelin Grand Staircase $50,000

DEDICATED

Have your name displayed on this beautiful staircase climbing five flights in the
building, where Jewish women will begin their journey towards greatness.
Dedicated by Moshe & Sarah Hermelin in memory of Mindel bat Moshe Yosef v'
Sheindel, a”h

Staircase leading to Gardens and Surrounding
Skylighted Areas $50,000
DEDICATED
Elegant and functional, this staircase will lead directly to our beautiful outdoor gardens
surrounding the building.
Dedicated by Tali and Warren Newfield

Krupp Family Shabbos Suite $36,000

DEDICATED

A warm, comfortable suite for a Shabbos visitor, complete with a full bath. Great for a
teacher on one of our many Shabbatons.
Dedicated by the Krupp Family in memory of Avraham Peretz ben Yoseph, z”l

Lenard Faculty and Staff Lounge with Kitchenette
DEDICATED
$36,000
Private area where staff can coordinate daily activities.
In Memory of Edythe Zimmerman Lenard, a”h, from her loving children and
grandchildren

Classrooms (4) $36,000 Each

DEDICATED

Each classroom will be a bright and airy space in which teachers and students will share
ideas, concepts and wisdom.
Schachter Family Classroom
Pomeranz Family Classroom
Horowitz Family Classroom
Schwartz Family Classroom
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Student Lounges (1 DEDICATED, 1 available) $30,000
Each
Have your name displayed in the furnished student lounge, where students can
exchange ideas, ask questions, create bonds and share their excitement for Torah.
Dedicated by Aba and Pamela Claman

Dormitory Rooms (16) 5 still available

$26,000 Each

Each with its own character and comfort, making students feel at home in Jerusalem.
Dedicated in memory of Barbara Desatinik, a”h (10 rooms)
Dedicated by Shoshana and Zev Weinstein in memory of Yeled Chai ben Bracha, zt”l
and Ezat bas Yitzchak, a”h
Dedicated by Murray Nightingale in honor of Irving and Eva Nightingale

Faculty Offices (3) (2 DEDICATED, 1 available)

$26,000

Where heart-to-heart conversations between staff and students foster clarity and
understanding.
In memory of Harvey Hecker, z”l, donated by Alan & Bonnie Cohen
Dedicated by the Finch Family

Rooftop Kitchen

$24,000

A perfect compliment to facilitate our rooftop programming. This small kitchen will also
help make these events accessible to every student, young or old.
In memory of Sara Gita bas Ruchel Zlateh, a”h, by Necha Golda and Mendel
Dubinsky

Side Picture Windows (2 DEDICATED, 1 available)
$22,000
Have your name inscribed on these sleek and modern picture windows, spanning three
floors, where students and visitors will bask in the exhilarating Jerusalem sunlight.
Dedicated by Isaac and Jeannette Waserstein
Dedicated by Sunny and Debbie Sassoon
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Tznius Closet

$20,000

A most important dedication, this endowment will enable EYAHT to provide students
with beautiful, modest clothing for free.
In memory of these women who were so dedicated to tznius: Miriam (Marissa)
Procter a”h, Chaya Shachar a”h, and Elizabeth (Bracha Aliza) Rabiei a”h.

Laundry Room

$18,000

State-of-the-art washers and dryers will facilitate the comfort and ease of our students
and leave more time for Jewish learning and leadership training.

Classroom Balconies (8) $20,000 grand extra-large,
$10,000 large, $5,000 small
Our Sages tell us that the very air of Jerusalem makes one smart. Imagine being able to
step at will into the glorious air of Jerusalem. Your dedication will provide you with this
merit while our students instantly connect to their historic heritage. Beautiful tables
and chairs will complement this much-used space.
Small balcony dedicated in memory of their daughter, Sarit – Sarah Yenta bas
Ephraim Menachem Mendel v’Dina, by Freddie and Lori Marton
Large balcony dedicated by Jill and Rick Kahn
Grand Extra-Large balcony dedicated by Myrna Zisman

Auxiliary Staff Offices (2 DEDICATED, 3 available)
$10,000 Each
Two offices dedicated by Sora and Jerry Wolasky

Furnish a Dorm Room (16) 15 Still Available $10,000 Each
Elegant and tasteful furniture and decor for each room will provide a warm and homey
atmosphere for each student’s stay at EYAHT.
1 dedicated by an anonymous donor

Beautiful Sage Creek organic sheets and blankets for each dormitory
bed.
Dedicated by the Cohen Family
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Dormitory Space (32) 31 Still Available

$3,600 Each

With this special dedication, provide a student with a space she can feel
comfortable in. Includes a built-in bed and wardrobe.
Dedicated by Moshe & Sarah Hermelin in honor of Alan Cohen’s 70th birthday.

Deyo Grand Entrance Mezuzah $5,000

DEDICATED

On the front entrance, this mezuzah welcomes students home.
Donated by Sue and Yaacov Deyo

Furnish a Lounge (2 available)

$3,900

Grand Banquet Hall Washing Stations
(2 DEDICATED, 2 available) $3,600 each
Each beautiful sink with its artistic washing cup will be enjoyed by our students and
visitors alike while performing the ritual hand washing before eating bread. This
ceremony hearkens to the days when our Holy Temple stood in Jerusalem, and connects
our students to their place in the glorious chain of Jewish history.
Dedicated by Len and Michelle Leader
In memory of Avraham ben Eliyahu Yehuda, z”l, donated by his daughters, Judy
Raykoff, Veronica Schweitzer and Eva Schlesinger

Large Food Pantry $3,600

DEDICATED

Provide a literal storehouse of provisions for our students!
Dedicated by Andrea Fair in memory of her mother, Zelda bas Aryeh Leib, a”h

Klerer Grand Entrance Level Clock $3,600

DEDICATED

Judaism introduced the concept of the holiness of time to the world at large. This
elegant wall clock will enable educators and students at EYAHT to keep track of this
precious commodity.
Dedicated by Moshe and Michal Klerer in honor of Bonnie and Alan Cohen and
Necha Golda and Mendel Dubinsky
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Washing Stations (15)

$3,600 each

Each station will have a beautiful sink with an artistic washing cup. The traditional
blessing, Asher Yatzar, which will be artistically written next to each sink, can be
dedicated for the health or healing of a loved one.
Donated by Jody Silver, in the Merit of Ita Chaya bas Yehudit Bayla and Rivka
Yaakova bas Yehudit Bayla

Interior Mezuzahs

15 Still Available

$3,600 each

A beautiful, artistic expression of your dedication to Jewish survival.
Allison Haas Bromberg
Necha Golda and Mendel Dubinsky
David and Marlene Eisenberg
Fred and Cheryl Halpern
Leah and Sholom Mark
In memory of Frances and Joseph Cohen
In memory of Carolyn and Sollie Gordon
In memory of Judith Hoffspiegel Pritikin
Michel and Claire Revel
Ushi and Esti Stahler

Dormitory Mezuzahs $1,800 each
The Adler Family in Memory of Raizel
Rachel bas Schmuel, a”h
Sheryl Berkowitz in honor of Moishe Chaim
Fischzang & Shoshana Judit Fischzang
In Memory of Gershon Binyamin ben
Eliezer z'l
Michael and Esti Cooper
In honor of Rachael and Ra'anan Eichler
Marc and Beth Firestone
Frankel Family

DEDICATED

Yudi Hercenberg
Aliza Howard
Moshe and Dinah Krygier
Erik and Connie Lindenauer
Marc and Elaine Oppenheimer
Bob and Brana Paster
Kal and Ruki Renov (x2)
Rubinoff Family
Kurt and Melissa Stein
Sheldon and Marilyn Wayne

Krischer Lectern (Shtender) $1,800

DEDICATED

Bring into the 21st Century a centuries-old symbol of Jewish education--the shtender, or
lectern. The Grand Lecture Hall will be equipped with an attractive custom-designed
lectern from which EYAHT's educators will make their dynamic presentations before
hundreds of students and visitors each year.
Donated by David and Jill Krischer
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Mirrors

DEDICATED

A special dedication made in loving memory of Ester bat Raphael Nosson.
Donated by Ken (Avraham Dovid) Glasser

Women of Valor Individual Inscriptions

$360 Each

Have the name of your own special Women of Valor inscribed for eternity on our
Women of Valor Wall, in the main entrance lobby.

Student Scholarships (full year including tuition &
dormitory fees)
$15,000
Acquire a share in our learning by sponsoring a student in need of a scholarship.
Two scholarships donated by Steven and Roxy Blumgart

More Donation Opportunities:
Celebrate a simcha, birthday, baby, Bar/Bat Mitzvah, wedding or
anniversary.
A personal note will be sent to the honoree letting him know of your
donation in his honor.
Remember a dear friend or loved one. A personal note will be sent
letting the family know of your thoughtful dedication.
Choose EYAHT as beneficiary for your Will or an Annuity Trust.
Memorialize friends and loved ones.
Gifts over $1,800 will be acknowledged with an inscription on our
Donor’s Tribute Wall.
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To make a donation to the EYAHT Building Fund:
Donate online at https://www.eyaht.info/en/campaign_building
Or mail your check, made payable to American Friends of EYAHT Fund.
And send it to:
In Israel:
American Friends of EYAHT Fund
c/o Bonnie Cohen
12 Yismach Melech
David's Village, Jerusalem 94121

In America:
American Friends of EYAHT Fund
c/o Bonnie Cohen
15840 Monte St., Suite 108
Sylmar, CA 91342

The US tax ID# (EIN) is: 27-5456702.

Contact Information
Bonnie Cohen (310) 475-2564 or (818) 481-7001 (in USA) or 02 6259 727
(in Israel). For more information, please e-mail eyaht@eyaht.com or
bcohen@eyaht.com
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